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What we do today and what we plan to do?

**EDUCATION PROJECT**

**OBJECTIVE- GOAL**

- **First Goal:** Benefit people with Autism, improving through education and literacy, their quality of life with *early detection* tools and through *training to professionals*. Teaching materials in *kits and technology tablets*. *Robotics* for learning.
- **Second Goal:** The improvement of a multipurpose room.

**AREA OF FOCUS**

- Basic Education and Literacy

**SUSTAINABILITY**

- The training in the areas of education and technology, will expand our current action and ensure the continuity over time of this project

**SOCIAL IMPACT AND BENEFICIARIES**

- Up to now, our management supports 200 autistic children from low-income families
- **Goal:** 1,000 Young Children and Adults
I) 20 KIT OF EARLY DETECTION

TEACHING TABLE  CLOCK  CASTLE SANDBOX  A NEW DAY BEGINS

II) 100 TABLETS

EDUCATION

The tablets will come preloaded with the applications developed by the DANE PROJECT.
These apps have particular characteristics that transform them into "Inclusive Apps", which allows those who have a disability to use them.
III. Equipment for the Home and Day Center AMAR

- 2 AIR CONDITIONER
- 1 INDUSTRIAL KITCHEN
- 1 DIGITAL PROJECTOR
  EPSON
  Portatil Home Cinema
Kit Armar Brazo Robotico
Lewansoul Xarm 6d of Full Metal

Kit Robótica 37 Sensores + Arduino Mega 2560 + Proto + Sensor Sr04 + Cables
Código Interno: kit25

Polea doble Kinesiología y rehabilitación